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SECTION I: PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility of supporting
the Seek Frost unattended and minimally attended radar sites by helicopter.

This paper reviews the navigation systems, facilities, ground support
equipment and airborne installed equipment that would ensure a high reliability

and capability of the Seek Frost Support Helicopter. Field trips were made
to major civilian helicopter companies to incorporate their world wide
experience in helicopter operations into the design concept.

Present, in place equipment along the Dew Line is not addressed.
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SECTION 11: BACKGROUND

The helicopter supportability concept required in-depth research
to assess feasibility. The Seek F~rost Program L.ogistics officer,
Major, Robert L. Merna, conducted the review to assess supportability

of' utilizing helicopters. Major Merna was selected primarily because
hie is fixed wing and helicopter rated and had seven years experience

working in the Arctic environment. Mr. Max Levine of the Seek Frost
Engineering Staff also assisted on the report and provided technical
expertise on the program.



SECTION III: MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT CONCEPT

Maintenance Concept - Based on the Unattended (UAR) and Minimally
Attended (MAR) Station studies, the maintenance of the EDEW Line would
be controlled and conducted from six main stations, which include
facilities to support and shelter equipment and personnel necessary
for the maintenance and logistics requirement of the line. The main
stations are to be collocated at six of the thirteen MAR stations.
The six stations concept was based primarily on the need for, easy
access to the unattended radar sites and the use of helicopters to
facilitate that access. The advantages of using helicopters, rather
than fixed wing aircraft, are many. Lack of personnel at UARs would
preclude use of runways for a major portion of the year. The unrefueled
range of a medium size helicopter limits maintenance segment sizes to
approximately 500 miles. The six station configuration was chosen
because of weather constraints and reduced risks. However, the final
number and configuration of main stations will be determined during
the full scale engineering development pliase when contractor systems
designs will be completed.

Support Concept - The support concept of Seek Frost required investigation
of all type helicopters using performance and cost as the basic criteria.
It was apparent during the initial stages that larger helicopters would
be necessary to satisfy the range requirement. The following criteria
was given to the commercial helicopter companies (Attachments 1, 2, 3)
during TDY visits:

Main Site - Strip alert 24 hr.
- Ifelicopter hangared.

Capabilities - Twin Engine Self-starting @ -400 F.
- Maintenance Field Capable.
- Range 500 nautical miles inrefueled.
- Passengers 5.
- Cargo 2,000 lbs.
- Instrument certified.

- Equipped to maintain radio contact with main base.
- Avionics package.

Added Consideration: Door Dimensions for Cargo Compatibility

Maximum Height - 4'.
Maximum Width - 3'.
Maximum Depth - 4'.

Fuel cache at all sites to provide emergency aircraft refueling.
Note: Passenger weight 180 lbs plus Arctic gear equals 220 lbs.

____



, EXT'JION IV: III'JCOPITER C ONSIIERATIONS

The critical perl'urmance I'actor was thc 5o0 nautical mile range.
Al I of the small ut iii ty hel icop Iers are designed for transportation
within 100 miles of the base station or commercial airport. They
operate in VFR conditions and have one pilot. The light to medium
helicopters, although haviag the increased capability of IFR and
increased range to 300 miles could not satisfy the total Seek Frost
requirements. Only those helicopters that could service the most
distant site and return to the main station unrefueled were considered.
The following helicopters were identified as candidates:
(Attachment 4).

Sikorsky H-53 (Military)
Sikorsky 11-3, S-61 (Military-Civilian)
Sikorsky S-76 (Civilian-New Production)
Sikorsky H-60 Uttas (Conceptual) (Military)
Puma SA-330 (Civilian)
Boeing Vertol 11-47 (Military-Civilian)

Fuel Requirements - Type fuel will be aviation jet as all aircraft have
jet engines. Quantity will vary dependent on type aircraft that will be
utilized. All stations will have fuel available for emergency helicopter use.
Minimally attended stations should have more fuel storage available for
routine refueling. Ground power and heat must he available at the MAR
should mission aircraft require extended ground time due to weather
delays or overnight stays.

Range - Range criteria must be measurdby worst case. The logistics
nodes support stations as distant as 250 miles. This equates to
flying from Boston to Baltimore and return. The remoteness of the area,
limited weather reporting stations plus the urgency of the mission will require
the helicopters to fly under instrument flight conditions. Aircraft are
required to have an alternate field identified in the flight plan. Should
the weather at the main station deteriorate to the point that the aircraft
must go to its alternate field, fuel for the normal flight plus that
required for travel to the alternate field plus a reserve for unknown
contingencies must be available. Only the larger type helicopters
have the flexibility to support the distances required in the Seek Frost
System.

All the candidate helicopters are capable of meeting and exceeding
the 500 nautical mile mission range. Helicopters have the following
limitations when range and useful payload are considered: Weight criteria
becomes an important variable. The Following is a brief synopsis on
helicopter weight variables.

Basic Weight - No crew, no fuel and oil, and no mission equipment.
Empty Weight - No crew, no fuel and oil.
Maximum Weight - Weight at which the helicopter can complete its

mi.:_sion. This takes into account the altitude that the helicopter
must land at. Ambient air temperatures are very critical. Higher
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temperatures are more critical on aircraft performance. Single engine
operations must be considered on maximum weight. Maximum weight increases
when operating at. colder temperatures and at sea level. The aircraft

engines may be able to exceed the design maximum weight. Therefore,

all aircraft have a "do not exceed" maximum gross weight regardless
of engine capabilities.

Payload - The distance that the aircraft will have to transverse determines
the fuel requirement. The basic weight, plus the crew, plus the oil and
fuel plus the mission equipment weight and the allowable maximum weight

can be used as the payload. The payload is a variable. Small helicopters
with full fuel and auxillary tanks can fly extended distances but, are
unable to carry a useful payload. The candidate helicopters have the
flexibility of meeting Seek Frost mission requirements. Should sites
require large replacement units, the selected helicopters would be

able to provide the airlift and would require fewer refueling stops
enroute to the most distant station.

Helipad Requirements -

Unat ended Station - Helipad - The size of the helipad must be large
enough to support existing DOD helicopters should defense conditions

or rescue operations dictate the site be used as an operating location.

The helipad should be elevated above the surrounding terrain to
assure the pad is wind swept clear.

Approach and ground lighting must be available during poor visibility,
whiteout conditions, and night operations to assist the pilot in the final
phase of landing. Tie-down capability must be available to secure the

helicopter during high winds or if the helicopter must remain at the
station due to maintenance.

Hfelipad Dimensions - Seventy by seventy (70 x 70) will be adequate

to land an H-53. The weight bearing capacity of the pad must be

capable of supporting 70,000 lbs three point twin wheel configuration

of' the 11-53. Markings of the pad will be in accordance with FAA AC 150/

5390-1B. An abbreviated visual approach slope indicator system is needed

to assist the pilot in his final approach. Darkness exists six months
out of the year. High intensity approach lighting will be required to
assist the pilot in positioning the aircraft in the landing environment.

Refueling - The unattended station will require piping from the fuel
storage area to the helipad. The system could be designed for a
portabe pump, that the helicopter will carry, to be attached and

provide positive pressure to the system nozzle, for rapid refueling
of the helicopter. The system should have this capability because of

the limited power available at the site. Secondary consideration is that
the refueling may have to be done without aid from the site power source.
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Weatlher - Because o1 tihe exteided a rca that the Seek Frost System covers
the weather is cla. i ' ied inl,, l'our icnes (At tachme nt 5):

Zone 1 - Alaska Coast. 1 MAR b UAR
Zone 2 - Yukon Conast to MacKerizic River. 1 MAR 3 UAR
Zone 3 - MacKenzie River to west of Cape Dye' Noi-thwest

Terri tory. 6 MAR 23 UAB
Zone 4 - Eastern Coast from Cape Dyer Northwest Territory

to southern Labrador. 4 MAR 4 UAR

The western three zones arc unique arid could be _iassi fi ed as deserts.
°rhe. precipitation is very slight, while in the eastern zone (zone 4),
the precipitation can reach as much as 200 inches on an annual basis.
D)uriing the summer and autumn thc worst conditions will occur in zone 4
From the standpoint of low ceilings and Fog. This is due to warm,
moist air in close proximity to cold water arid melting ice. Zone 4
with the combination of mountainous terrain and increased possibility
ot' IFR flying conditions is the most challenging area. To maintain
the reliability of helicopter support all flights must be planned for
instrument flight conditions.

Visual Flight Conditions - Because of the unique characteristics
of the helicopter it. is capable of flying under visual flight rules
when fixed wing aircraft are required to file instrument flight rules.
There are many combinations of ceilings and visibility that equate
to VFR conditions and rather than review all of these, it is apparent
that, excluding maintenance and administrative delays, the helicopter
will be able to perform the assigned mission when VFR conditions exist.

Instrument Flight Conditions - Reliability in air transportation requires
the helicopter to fly in all types of weather. As with all aircraft,
there are limiting Factors that affect instrument flying. Icing,
turbulance, thunderstorms, take off and landing visibility are a few.
British Airways lielicopters has been operal i g a scheduled IFR service
between the Isles of Sc i I ly and Penzance in the southwest area of England
with Sikorsk 53-61l Helicopters since 1972. Evergreen Helicopters
provided IFR helicopter service from Yakutat, Alaska to exploritory
drilling platforms in the Gulf of Alaska From 1974-1975. The present
oil exploration in the North Sea is supported by IFR certified helicopters.
This area and the (GuIt" of Alaska have some of the worst flying weather
in the world. The state-of-the-art in helicopter operations is that IFR
flying is a routine practice. All aircraft are restricted from flight
in some forms of icing (Attachment F). At present, U.S. helicopters
are restricted From F'lyi ng in icing conditions. The French built
Puma, a large size helicopter comparable to the Sikorsky S-61, has been
certified to fly in icing conditions by the French Government. Petroleum
lieicopters, inc., has been worL i, g with FAA to certify and clarify
icing I imitations on this hel icoptor. Mlilitary tests are conducted
on ail I aircraft concerning cold weather testing that included aircraft
fI ight, characteri st ics, in ic i ng. I cirig is a condition that occurs when
visible moisture is present and the Free air temperature is in the
approximate freezing zone. The accumulations of icing on the rotor
blades affects the aer,,dynamie capabilities and requi res increased
power- to overcome the deficiency. l)ue to the rotating
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surface the ice a ,-umulation separates from the blades by centrifical
force and causes an unbalanced condition throughout the entire rotor
sjstem. This affects control and induces low frequency vibration
throughout the helicopter. Ice shedding from the rotor blades has

caused structural damage and damage to engines by injestion. The
serious threat to the helicopter pilot when operating in icing conditions
is that the shedding ice could impact adjacent blades causing
structural failure and loss of control.

As with all Arctic operations extreme low temperatures require
personnel and equipment work limits for safety reasons. At -40 F,
military station supervisors usually restrict personnel from routine
outside work. At -45 F emergency essential work is cleared through
higher level supervisory personnel. At -60 F all outside work ceases
and vehicle use is discontinued. Aircraft were impacted because of
refueling requirements and cargo on and off loading. Rotor wash from
helicopters at sub-zero temperatures is very dangerous due to the
extreme chill factors that are created. In the Alaskan Air Command
routine flight missions are cancelled when the site temperatures are
below -45 F. With a fully qualified crew and technicians temperature
limits can be modified for flights to unattended radar stations.
These extreme temperatures are not consistent for long periods. Extreme
low temperature normally exist for only two to five days. Average mean
temperatures in the winter months would be approximately -25 0 F for the
Seek Frost System.

Navigation Aids - The most important. feature of helicopter supportability
is the navigation equipment that will be needed to achieve the helicopter
reliability. Adequate navigation and approach aids must be available
to ensure responsiveness of airlift. The 20 year life system cannot be
supported with less than the following considerations on comparable

equipment.

Main Station (Logistics Nodes) - The main station is the main base
for the attended and unattended stations. Helicopter support will stage
from the main station. Runways will be at all logistics nodes for lateral
supply of rations, spares and transfer of personnel. Complete enroute
and terminal aid packages must be installed. The following equipment is

required to ensure airlift reliability at the main station.

Airfield - Airfield Lighting meeting existing
FAA/MOT standards.

- High intensity approach lights.
- Instrument landing system.
- VORTAC.
- ADF.

Rad i os - VtIF/UHF/lF.
- Beacon transponder.

14



Minimally Attended Stations - Beacon transponder.
- Microwave landing system (Atch 6).
- VI[F/UBIF/IIF.

-Iigh intensity lights.

- lie ipad lighting.
- Complete weather package including

barometric pressure.

Unattended Radar Stations - Abbreviated Visual Approach Slope

Indicator System (AVASI).

- ligh intensity lights.
- Beacon transponder.
- Weather telemitry - Ceiling, visibility,

temperature, dewpoint, winds, barometric
pressure.

- Helipad lighting.

Cargo payloads - The Seek Frost System requires the transportation

of' technicians tools and spares to the MAR or UAR station. Average

payloads would consist. of:

2 Technicians 440 lbs
Tool Boxes 100 lbs

Spares 100 lbs

Aircraft Support
Equipment 250 lbs

Survival Kit 200 lbs
1090 lbs

Special design consideration must be given to the cargo compartment to

simplify equipment handling. The helicopter should have a mini-fix-it

shop capability. Large equipment replacement will be handled in much the

same way. landling capabilities will require designs for removal from

the helicopter such as by an on board hoist or ground type means to move

the equipment to the unattended station. Over-sized cargo can be carried

by cargo sling. Airspeeds must be reduced due to the aerodynamic qualities

of' the cargo. Ground handling equipment must be pre-positioned to support

these cargo sling requirements. The MTBF of the Seek Frost System will be

complimented by the veritical airlift support. (Attachment 7).

Fuels Transfer - The unattended sites will require only bulk petroleum

pt,,ducts. Using the helicopter for transfer of the cargo from resupply

ships to the site will be a simple logistics task. Depending on the

opt ini. load of each trip, and amount of fuel to be transported will

determinc the time involved. Let's take a sample case. UAR station

27 requires 16,000 gallons of fuel for the summer resupply. The petroleum

could be in 55 gallon drums, 500 gallon fuel bladders or because of the

system design, arsume special 5,000 lb metal drums were built for this

operation. Five thousand lbs of fuel equals 893 gallons. The candidate

helicopters have cargo sling capacities of 8,000 lbs, but for safety

reasons, the 5,000 lbs limit- was set. To move 16,000 gallons the helicopter

will have to make about 18 trips. Time factors are Five minutes to hook-up

at, each location (ship and site') and five miles enroute or five minutes.

15
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The crews could start, at 8 am, have a coffee break a -t 1000 and refuel the
helicopter. Break for- lunch at. 1215, back to work at 1300 and have a
completely resupplied site by 1500. Personnel involved would be the
helicopter crew, a hook-up man at both pickup and discharge points
and two personnel to transfer fuel to the storage tank and act 'as
safety observers. This concept would minimize ground handling and
favorably impact on the ecology. This type operation is routine in
field operations. If resupply ships could be positioned at each
main station, the entire line of unattended stations could be restocked
in two weeks. The resupply limiting factors would be aircrews and
weather because there is no darkness in the summer.

Aircraft Avionics Requirements - To improve reliability the following on
board avionic equipment are required:

VHiF/UHF/HF (A DF capability on one radio would be advantageous.).
Radar altimeter.
ADF receiver.
VOR/ILS receiver (with MLS mode).
Beacon transponder.
weather radar with beacon mode.
Distance Measuring Equipment.

Radios are required for the following reasons:

VHF radio frequencies are primarily utilized by civilian aircraft
and the capability will be rcquired in the Seek Frost System.

UHF radio frequencies have been used primarily by military
and helicopters should have a capability to converse with military
aircraft should the need arise.

HF radios have a far greater range and do not depend on line at
sight transmission as do the VHF and UHF radios. Should the support
helicopter be required to make a remote landing away from the Seek Frost
stations, the HF capability will enable communications with the logistics
node to ask for assistance or maintain radio contact.

Navigation receivers are necessary to compliment the IFR capability.

Weather Radar with Beacon Mode will further enhance the reliability
of helicopters to complete the assigned mission.

Radar altimeter provides a positive height above the ground and is
a valuable aid during white-out conditions and for instrument approaches.

16



SECTION V: SUMMARY

Of the candidate helicopters the 11-60 Uttas is in the engineering
and development stage. The S-76 has only been operational in the
commercial market a short period. All new equipment undergo modifications
after several years of' operational experience. System life changes and
limits on sub-systems arc constantly changed after field experience.
E.quipment with proven reliability should be identified.

Non-completion of missions usually occur due to enroute conditions.
Past experience in helicopters has been that they were required because
the mission was to a remote, bare base. Visual flight rules had to
be maintained throughout the flight envelope because there were no
navigation aids enroute to transition from IFR to VFR conditions and
reach the bare base. As navigational aids were improved, and helicopters
were equipped with augmented stability systems, flying in clouds became
routine - not an emergency measure.

British Airways scheduled helicopter service has been able to
maintain a 98% reliability. Seasonal weather conditions could be planned

into the Seek Frost maintenance concept. Complete navigation aids on
the ground as well as on board the helicopter will increase the reliability
of the system. The Seek Frost. System is designed for a 20 year life.
The support plannnig for logistics helicopters must be considered up front
for that reliability. Current rental cost of heavy life aircraft are
generally $1OO,DOO pet month plus $300-500 per flying hour. Due to the
remoteness of the logistics nodes a backup helicopter would seem necessary
at each node. The second (possibly smaller) helicopter could be utilized
to support closet unattended stations. The operating cost would be approxi-
mately 50% less for a Bell 212 or comparable type. As the system overcomes
its growing pains, strategic locations of the heavy lift helicopter could
be changed to support the maintenance schedule. Initial planning must
consider worst case. As firm requirements an,! proven reliability of the
design concept are verified, helicopter requirements may be reduced.
Present investigation identifies two helicoptcrrF per logistics node or

a total of 12. [or ease of maintenance support, the type should be

standardized. Military versus contractor raises several points.
Costs, although difficult to measure, appear to be less if all helicopters

were contracted from private industry. A total military helicopter
capability would be more expensive and manpower intensive considering
the support techniques unique to military operations. Canadian Air Force

Hlelicopters do maintain a 1,000 mile ferry capability and could satisfy

all military requirements in support of the Dew Line.

17
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SECTION VI: RECOMMENDATIONS

Helicopter support is feasible and the current state-of-the-art
in commercial I IFR helicopter operations, indicates the Seek Frost

suppovYt concept. would be a normal operation. Complete design for
a first class navigation package is essential to provide reliable,
highly available helicopter logistics support.

Recommend the following consideration be incorporated in the
Seek Frost contract requirements:

Helicopter - A proven helicopter of the S-61 type could best support
tie system with the following on board equipment:

Radios UHF/VHF/HF (DF capability).

weather radar with beacon mode.
Radar altimeter.
portable pump for refueling, from unattended sites.

Modified ILS equipment to accept and decode the microwave landing
system.

Special designed equipment rack for site support.

Special material handling equipment available for larger spares.

Ground Support - The following ground support equipment is recommended

to insure maximum reliability to the system:

Attended Stations - One logistics node should be located on Greenland
for reliable support to Greenland sites.

Support Equipment - Capability to refuel aircraft, ground heaters.
Navigation Aids - Let down navigation aid.

- Microwave landing system. (Attachment H).

- High intensity apprcach lights.
- Beacon transpondecs.

- UHF/VIF/HF radi os.

Unattended Stations

- Let down navigation aid.
- AVASI.
- High intensity lights.
- Helipad lighting.
- lelipad dimensions 70' + 70'.
- Point refueling at pad.
- Beacon transponder.
- Raised helipad.
- The helipad designed for approach into prevailing

wind.
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PETROLEUM

HELICOPTERS
INC.

POST OFFICE BOX T PHONE (318) 235.2453 LAFAYETTE, LA. 70502

March 7, 1979

ESP/OCUL Attention Major Merna
Hanscom Air Force Base

Massachusetts 01731

Dear Sir:

We enjoyed meeting you and Mr. Max Levine and your briefing on "Seek
Frost" given to us on 6 March 1979.

Petroleum Helicopters has been involved in logistical support by

helicopters in remote areas for many years and agrees that your concept

of on site support for radar sites is a practical objective.

In our opinion it would be important for the support helicopters

and crews to be instrument qualified and to develop special procedures

for instrument approaches at each site. Also we believe that it is

important when designing instrument approaches at remote areas to

provide as much of the guidance as possible on board the helicopter
to reduce the complexity and cost of ground units as much as possible

and increase the reliability. For example - airborne radar approaches

using natural features along with radar reflectors or radar beacons.

The airborne equipment we have been using successfully for many

years includes:

2 VOR/ILS Receivers

2 VHF Transceivers

1 ADF

1 75 MHZ Marker Beacon Receiver

I DME
I Transponder
1 Weather/Mapping Radar

I Onega/VLF Navigator, or Loran "C" Navigator depending

on the area of operation.

If we can be of any assistance please let us know.

Very truly yours,

PETROLEUM RELICOPTERSA INC.

/ e~e fr .lay
Vice President

SRC:abl Chief Pilot

21 Attachment 1



EVERGREEN HELICOPTERS OF ALASKA, INC MERHILt FIW PO. BOX 578 ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99510 (9071276-454

Telex: Evergreen AHG

090-26 470

April 10, 1979

Major Merna
ESD-OCUL
Hanscom AFB
Massachusetts 01731

Dear Major Merna:
Thank you for taking time from your busy schedule to visit our Corporate

Headquarters in McMinnville, Oregon recently.

We are deeply grateful for the opportunity to have met with you and Mr. Levine,
and to receive your well prepared presentation on the SEG-FROST program.

As presented, we forsee the eventual support of such a system by helicopter as
being entirely feasible. Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska, Inc., has an extensive
history in the Arctic region and has previously performed similar tasks to those
mentioned in the presentation.

In 1976, for example, Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska, Inc., became the first
FAR 135.2 certified carrier operating under instrument conditions in the United
States, while supporting drilling activities in the Gulf of Alaska. During this
period, three S-61N helicopters were fully IFR instrumented for all weather, day
and night support capability. A three level navigation system of ADF, tacan and
radar provided multiple reliability and permitted approaches down to two hundred
foot ceilings and one half mile visibility. VLF Global Navigation 500's supplied
location information to within one tenth of a mile. In 1977 alone, our S-61's
carried 10,777 passengers and 1,141,827 pounds of cargo between offshore drilling
rigs, and bases at Yakutat and Cape Yakataga, with an average maintenance avail-
ability of 94.8%. In spite of harsh climatic conditions, only 1.26% of the total
flights were delayed due to weather.

One again, I'd like to express our thanks to you for meeting with us. We
appreciate being informed of your expected support needs and hope we may have the
opportunity to participate in the program.

Sincerely,

EJREEN/ LIqOPTERS OF ALASKA, INC.

Peter E d ey
Marketing Representative

23 Attachment 2
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0O 11k OKANAGAN HELICOPTERS LTD.

"6. .iAH I)H i V 1i i 1,. " ) h C V H I A!)
O T . I It 1 -t tl~ II,tl'J .,4 '/1, ,,.,, ,.' I 14 L () . , J1

May 15, 1979

Major R. Merna
ESD/OCVL
Hanscom Air Force Base
Massachusetts, 01731

Dear Major Merna:

Re: Seek Frost

We appreciated the opportunity to meet with you and Mr. Max Levine
on the 6th and 7th of this month. In our view we received sufficient
information to appraise the feasibility of using helicopters as lateral
support between locations on the line.

Under the general terms of reference outlined and discussed we regard
the use of helicopters in this function as a straight forward appiication.
Our past and current work activity has required solutions to the type of
problems forseen. Basically, we feel the support mission you envisage
can be handled as a routine assignment. Very little "pioneering" would
be encountered should the prospect materialize.

Further to company background information already submitted to yourself
and Mr. Levine, we have enclosed a copy of the 1977-78 Annual Report.
Okanagan is a public company listed on the Vancouver and Toronto stock
exchanges.

Although we have concentrated market activities in recent years on offshore
markets, it has not been at the expense of high arctic service. At this
writing we are operating a Bell 205 at the North Pole in support of ice
drift studies.

We hope we have been able to provide you with the information you require,
but please do not hesitate to advise us if further data would be helpful.

Yours very truly,

OKANAGAN HELICOPTERS LTD,

Kyle W. Steele

Special Services
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K Climatic Description for SEEK FROST System

The SEEK FROST program will be installing a line of surveillance radars from

northwestern Alaska, across northern Canada to eastern Baffin Island and down the

coast of Newfoundland. The line spans the enti're continent of North America and

will be constructed in i least four climatic regions.

Table I summarizes the geographic areas which can be described from a climatic

point of view as nearly homogeneous regions. Such a description could be misleading

since it tends to infer that the entire region experiences the same type of day-to-

day weather. This is true only to the extent that broadly defined criteria are met.

Only the mean occurrences of meterological variables within the region are similar,

while the short-term variations can produce a wide range of conditions.

2. GENERAL CLIMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

2.1 Zones 1, 2 and 3

The region spanned by the SEEK FROST program from the northwestern coast

6f Alaska to Cape, Dyer is generally classified as a tundra climate. As such the

region experiences summer temperatures sufficiently above freezing to maintain vege-

tation consisting of moss, lichen and grasses.

A special feature of most of this area is the high degree of variability

in the duration of incoming solar radiation. During the surmnez when daylight can

last as long as 24 hours, one might expect that temperatures should rise appreciably.

However, clouds and the presence of ample amounts of snow and ice cause a large

amount of the incoming radiation to be reflected back into space. Of the amount

which is absorbed, the majority is utilized melting the ice, and, as a result,

I summertime temperatures remain cool. During the Arctic winter, large quantities

of heat are radiated to space producing very cold temperatures and annual tempera-

ture variations exceeding 100 Fahrenheit degrees.
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91K b The low temperatures in the region cause low absolute humidities and, in

general, sparse precipitation. The majority of precipitation occurs in the summer

when the open ocean can provide a ready supply of moisture. Once the water freezes,

the region is dominated by an intense, cold anticyclone which tends to inhibit

precipitation. However# in spite of the low precipitation, the low evaporation and

melting in some areas enables large snow fields to be maintained.

* Mean cloudiness is quite variable in this area. The strong winter anti-

cyclone produces generally clear skies while the summers are very cloudy. Large

areas of stratus clouds and fog exist over the cold waters of the Arctic Ocean.

In summerp portions of this region rank among the foggiest of the world.

2.2 Zone 4

Markedly different in climate from the other three zones, the section from

Cape Dyer to the coast of Newfoundland experiences a cool, snow-forest climate with

amp!e precipitation throughout the year. The majority of North American cyclone

tracks pass through this region of Canada which helps to explain the precipitation

amounts and distribution. These migratory cyclones continually reinforce the of f-

shore flow which keeps temperatures in the winter below those which would normally

prevail at these latitudes.

Precipitation is distributed evenly throughout the seasons. The frequent

stormD passage and readily available moisture source produce annual precipitation

totals as high as 52 inches. Snowfall occurs in large amounts with annual totals

approaching 200 Inches. The southern portion of this region is the only area along

the entire line where thunderstorms (on a maximum of 5 days) can be expected to

occur each year.
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In this region, too, fog is a frequent occurrence. The Labrador Current

around Newfoundland is instrumental in the production of fog and low clouds. Warm

moist air from over the continent as well as from adjacent ocean waters produces

fog as it passes over the cold water. The summer season is a period of fog maximum

along the entire southeastern coast.

A Of prime importance to the SEEK FROST program is the incidence of heavy

Micing and wind loading on structures in this region. The abundant precipitation

.A, and fog in the area results in ice accumulation as high as 3.3 inches.

3.0 leteorological Parameters

3.1 Temperature

Table 2 contains data which reflect the range of temperatures, both

.4 monthly means and extremes, which will be encountered by the SEEK FROST program.

1,'44' While zones 2 and 3 have recorded the lowest temperatures, -62 0 F at Aklavik and

, "630F at Cambridge Bay, zone 3 records the lowest monthly mean temperature, -390

in February. Below freezing temperatures are nearly a daily occurience in zone 1

i ,and daily sub-zero readings are observed for nearly half the year in all zones

':.except In zone 4, where the maritime influence moderates the climate significantly.

K Maximum temperatures only rarely exceed 900F, and then only in zones 2 and

4. Goose Bay is the only location at which temperatures greater than 90°F are

observed regularly, and, even there only four years of every five. The largest

. variation in the mean monthly temperatures occurs in zone 4 which contains loca-

, , tions with mean maximum temperatures in February as low as -140F and others with

means in July of 690F. This variation is due in part by the north-south orientation

of this zone and is not representative of the seasonal variation at a single location.
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The greatest seasonal variation in mean monthly temperatures at given locations

occurs in zones 2 and 3..,
3.2 Precipitation

Table 3 contains maximum and minimum mean precipitation and snowfall data

for the four climatic zones. In addition, the mean number of days on which preci-

* ,; pitationt 0.1 inch, snowfall it 1.5 inch and thunderstorms occur appears. Precipita-

ion data tend to be less available for these areas than are temperatures with the

more remote locations under represented in climatologic summaries. Furthermore,

I precipitation, especially when frozen and driven by high winds is a difficult para-
meter to measure reliably. Hence, the figures in Table 3 represent more compari-

• tive indications than precise measures.

The most striking difference among the four zones with respect to precipi-

4 tation is its absence in the first three zones and its relative abundance in zone

t!,' 4. With the single exception of the region around Frobisher Bay, all locations in

zone 4 exceed thO highest value of mean annual precipitation observed in the other

three zones. Precipitation in zone 4 averages four to five times that which occurs

from Pt. Barrow, Alaska to Cape Dyer, NWT.

A similar condition exists with respect to snowfall. A slight overlap in

yearly totals exists between areas around Clyde in zone 3 and Cape Hopes Advance
in zone 4,totherwise snowfall in zone 4 everywhere exceeds the maximum observed in

* theother three areas. Of particular interest are the annual totals in the vicinity

of Cartwright and Harrington Harbor which reach 200 inches on the average.

j IThe differences in precipitation regimes between the first three zones

and the fourth is demonstrated further when examining the number of days on which

.4 heavy precipitation occurs. Days with precipitation include those on which snow
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falls. For example, in zone 1, a snowfall equal to or greater than 1.5 inches

occurred on 8 of the 23 days during which precipitation equal to or greater than

0.1 inch was recorded. A comparison of these figures for all areas reveals that

heavy precipitation, bothrain and snow, occur on two to three times as many days in

Zone 4.
V

Similarty, thunderstorms can be expected every year only in southern

Labzdor. On the average, a thunderstorm occurs on one day per year in zone 2, but

the year-to-year variability is sufficient to produce years with no occurrence.

3.3 flying Weather (Cloud cover and visibility)

Various combinations of cloud cover and visibility are defined as they

affect aircraft operatibns. Two combinations are tabulated (Table 4) as representa-

tive of minimum and instrument flying conditions. Statistics are presented in the

t . form of frequencies of occurrence of ceilings (clouds covering half or more of the

* sky). less than 1500 feet and/or visibilities less than 3 miles; and ceilings less

, than 300 feet and/or visibilities less than 1 mile. As was true with the precipi-

tation data, the more restrictive condition (4300 feet and/or 1 mile) is contained

within the other.

The flying weather, due to its wide variability and geographic dependence,

Is extremely difficult to depict for each zone as a whole. The data are generally

collected at locations which are easily accessable, which places most near the

coast, and tends to oversample the distribution of fog throughout the whole area.

On the other hand, most locations are at low elevation which tends to under sample

fog and low celling statistics for elevated areas. The figures presented in Table

* 4 must be applied with the utmost care.
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4 As previously mentioned, the summer and autumn at most places tend to be
theworst seasons from the standpoint of low ceilings and fog occurrence. Warm,

moist air in close proximity to cold water and melting ice form a favorable com-

bination for just such conditions. At several locations, Cape Dyer in zone 3

and others in zone 2, autumn exceeds summer in the frequency of adverse flying

weather. In zone 4, there are several stations with primary or secondary maximum

in winter, reflecting the high snowfall and winter storm occurrence.

*Cape Dyer in autumn is the location along the entire region which experi-

ence& the highest percentage of time with low ceilings and poor visibilities.

Nearly half the time the ceiling is below 300 feet and/or the visibility below 1

M mile at certain times of the day.

3.4 Wind and Ice Loading

Of particular interest to the designers of systems to be deployed in

Ssovo*e environments are the additional loads which will be placed on the structures

due ito ftnds or a combination of winds and ice accumulation. The SEEK FROST program

will be faced with designing the system and its supporting structures in an en-

vironment which ranks among the most severe in the world when ice and wind loads

are considered.

If winds are considered solely; climatic zone 4 and to a lesser degree

zones I and 3 experience the most severe conditions (Table 5). Sustained winds in

zone 4 of at least 150 knots and extreme gusts to 195 knots can be expected to occur

at 30 feet'above the surface at the one-percent risk level for a 20-year design

lifetime. 'A sustained wind is generally taken to be that which occurs over a 5-

minute period while the extreme gust is the maximum wind speed attained. These

extreme values tend to occur at the locations with the highest elevations. However,1
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for th1se locations near sea level, the reduction in the extreme values is only

about 20 percent.

A slightly different picture emerges when examining the expected loads on

structures due to the combination of ice and wind. From Table 6 it is apparent that

zone 4 again contains the most severe conditions. However, zone 3 experiences two-

thi ds as much ice loading as zone 4, while in zone I less than half that of zone 4a

is expected. When maximum ice loads occur, the winds tend to be stronger in zone 1.

, The figures in Table 6 represent a 10% risk figure based on only a 10-year design

lifltime.

Unlike the wind conditions, the maximum ice and wind combinations presented

In Table 6 are not equally likely throughout each representative climatic zone. In

zone 1, for example, the extremes contained in the table occur along the coast in

t the western portion of the region while near the Alaskan-Yukon border the maximum

e expected ice thicknesses have fallen to almost half of these values. A similar

variation exists in zone 4, but the smallest maximum ice accumulation expected for

any location in this area exceeds the worst case for zone 1. Careful consideration

of the ice and wind conditions, perhaps leading to special designs for structures

for zone 4, will be required to produce a system capable of surviving the severe

% environment which exists along the eastern coast of Canada.
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TABLE I

4 Climatic Zones for SEEK FROST

ZONE I Alaskan Coast

ZONE 2 Yukon Coast to Mackenzie River

ZONE 3 Mackenzie River to west of Cape Dyer, NWT

-ZONE 4 Eastern Coast from Cape Dyer, NWT to southern Labrador

AI
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OPERATION OF HELICOPTERS IN ICING ENVIRONMENT

Background

This paper deals with the experience of operating helicopters, particularly
the Sikorsky S-6U1, in offshore oil serviee in the North Sea under icing
environment. It covers the climatic conditions permitted, the problems
associated, the capabilities thus proven, and the plans for the future. In
view of the growing need for more widespread operation in icing conditions,
particularly for wintertime IFR operations offshore United States and Alaska,
the plans for accomplishing this for both our S-61N and S-76 helicopters are
treated.

Definition

The need for flight capability into icing weather conditions arose as soon
as helicopters first demonstrated their capability to operate under IFR. In
the latitude of the United States and Europe, without the capability to operate
under icing environment, IFR operations become seriously handicapped, if not
imiossible, sometimes as early as September and as late as May. Fortunately,
the greatest bulk of the commercial helicopter IFR experience was accumulated
with our S-61 in the Los Angeles area where full IFR operation for the scheduled
passenger airline transport category service was approved in March of 1966.
Temperatures, however, in that area seldom reached freezing levels and, hence,
the service was not handicapped by icing conditions. It was not until the IFR
operations offshore in the North Sea became routine in 1969 that the need for
operation in icing was faced as a sine qua non for a reliable service. It was
fortunate, however, that three factors helped the S-61 as well as the British
Wet;sex S-58 Ghnome-powered helicopters to gain civil air-worthiness approval
for operation in North Sea icing conditions.

1. The recognition that operation into only a small spectrum of the total
possible icing environment in which fixed-wing aircraft are able to operate,
would be a significant benefit because of certain peculiarities of helicopter
operations over the North Sea. These involved the range of temperatures,
which were relatively higher than normally encountered, the altitude flown
which was lower, and the amount of humidity or moisture in the air, which
was usually less.

2. The attitude of the British Civil Air-Worthiness Authorities, whose
regulations permitted them to grant permission for helicopter operation into
the above limited range of icing environment rather than requiring demonstration
of capabilities to be able to handle the entire icing spectrum. The latter
position has been held by the U.S. FAA and has thus far precluded any
helicopters being granted permission by the FAA for operations into icing
conditions.

4c
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3. The need for, and to the attitude of, the British helicopter operators
who, based on limited encouraging experience, had the weather opportunities
and were able to conduct trials and tests, to prove thfe S-61's capability
to operate in "light icing" conditions to within certain temperature and
altitude limits.

Experience Thus Gained

Since approval by the British U.K. in 1972, S-61N helicopters have accumulated
an estimated 30,000 to 50,000 flight hours of operation in conditions where
Icing was likely to be encountered. Although icing was encountered only during
somne of those hours, It Is nonetheless very significant, since without the
capability and permission to handle icing, a considerable amount of flying
would never have been possible. This icing experience 'to date has been
without incident, except for a few cases of engine flame-out due to sudden
release of accumulated snow. Further occurrences are not likely because of
changes in operating procedures. Furthermore, it has imbued to all concerned
a level of confidence that prompts them now to increase the permissible
operating spectrum.

Scope of Operating Environment Presently Permitted

The 8-61N helicopters in offshore oil services in the North Sea operate into
icing conditions to within the following limits, as appearing in the British
Airways Helicopter's S-61N flight manual, SA 1 OI5-82, Amendment No. 9.

1. Flight in icing conditions must be confined to areas outside of controlled

airspace.

2. The meteorological forecast shall not be more severe than "light icing".

3. Ambient temperature shall not be lower than -50 C.

I.Pressure altitudes shall not be greater than 5,000 feet.

5.Maximum take-off and landing weight for enroute altitudes not in excess
of 5,000 feet pressure altitude shall be scheduled in accordance with Fig. l.*

6.Maximum torque allowable in level flight shall be in accordance with Fig. 2.

7.In descent, the maximum allowable airspeed shall be Vno-l0 kts. (10 kts.

less than normal cruise).

Xquipment Required

In order to operate in the icing conditions, only the following equipmient is
required to be installed on the helicopters:

I. The Sikorsky-designed fiberglass engine air intake ice guard, also known as
the Foreign Object Deflector (FOD) shield.

*Refers to charts in British S-61N Flight Manual.
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2.An ice detector, which is a cigar-size rod mounted crosswise to the air

3. A safety restraint on the long wire radio aerial, for redundancy of

attachment.

Z.An illuminated outside air temperature indicator.

5. Heated glass windshields.

Effect of Oneration in Icing Conditions

The biggest single effect of operation in icing conditions is the accumulation
of ice on the leading edges of the main rotor blades, which in turn deteriorates
the air foil characteris tics and, thus significantly increases the power required.
A secondary factor is increased vibration due to the random and unequal main
rotor blade ice acretion. In some of the initial trials, ice accumulation had
a tendency to restrict flight control movements both in the main rotor head and
the tail rotor head, but these are no longer a factor because protective covers
were added to all S-61N aircraft. Aircraft weight increase is sometimes noticed,
vith less effects, as ice accumulates on innocuous parts, such as sponsons,
landing gear struts, airspeed "rams horn" probes, stabilizer and fuselage. There
have been a few cases of damage to the tail rotor leading edges which are assumed
to have occurred due to striking pieces of ice shed from the main rotor blades,
particularly during altitude changes, the final descent, or rotor shutdown.

Range of Operating Weather Needed

Because of its generally low altitude characteristics, the helicopter is not
expected to require, at least until later designs are developed incorporating
cabin pressurization, operation in icing above 10,000 feet. Even permission
for altitudes as high as 5,000 feet would probably satisfy 90 percent of the
requirements for the immediate future. Examining the world areas where helicopters
operate, excluding Arctic winters, temperatures at these altitudes seldom go below
-20 0 C. At lower altitudes, permission to operate as low as -8 0 c or -10 C would
satisfy the vast majority of the immediate requirements. The British low temperature
lim~it of -50C is well supported by many flight hours in actual icing conditions.

Icing Conditions

The severest icing conditions that aircraft encounter are at altitudes between
10,000 and 20,000 feet. Helicopter flight in these conditions are, therefore,
extremely remote. Liquid water content in icing conditions is measured in grams
per cubic meter. "Severe icing" conditions are defined to have a water content
of .8 or more grams per cubic meter. "Moderate icing" conditions have a liquid
vater content of .24 to .8 grams and "light icing" has .2 to .4 grams.
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There are three other distinctions in icing weather and these concern the
nature of the moisture, namely "freezing rain" or super-cooled water, snow
and ice crystals. Another consideration is the amount of time at which the
helicopter should be able to operate in any of the above conditions. This
Is key to any approval for operation in an icing enviro'nment, because the
nature of the atmosphere is such that changing altitude by 1,000 or 2,000 feet
@an produce a change in temperature, icing condition, and sometimes the nature
of the water content. Thus, while freezing rain is the most difficult, from
the standpoint of operation, it does not necessarily become a design condition
because a change in altitude can result in a non-icing environment. On the other
hand, flight in "light icing" encountering water vapor as ice crystals is a
requirement that can be handled for periods of up to one or two hours.

Ice crystals will adhere to parts of the helicopter, whereas snow found at
lower altitude generally does not. However, snow remains more of a visibility
problem. Again, this can be obviated by climbing to higher altitudes.

Performance Effect

Based on the initial trials, the British Airways Helicopters and the British
Civil Aviation Authority have agreed to utilize different weight, altitude,
and temperature curves for flight under icing conditions based on the ability
to maintain the IFR-required single-engine performance of a rate of climb

- 150 foot per minute at 1,000 feet above take-off point or the minimum obstruction
altitude. This curve represents approximately 1,000 pounds lower gross weight
or 70 more required horsepower than would be permitted under IFR at the same
temperature and altitude without icing being anticipated. However, bc:ause
these temperatures are sufficiently colder than ncrmally encountered ta:roughout
the rest of the year, it is perhaps more useful to say that under icing
conditions at 40C, the permissible operating gross weight is the same as would
be permitted atJ16oC without icing being a factor. Also, cruising speed is
generally planned to be 10-15 knots slower, simply to reduce roughness for
pilot and passenger comfort. Our S-76, which will meet IFR single-engine
performance at its maximum gross weight, 9,700 lbs., up to 90°F (329C), should
.still be able to maintain that same weight under icing conditions, even if it
were to experience the same proportionate increase in power requirements as
the S-61N under the same icing conditions.

This discussion does not have to consider the effect of icing on engine operation
becasue in the certification of any powerplant installation either by the FAA
or the British CAA, it is necessary to demonstrate that the engine is capable
of operating in an icing and rain environment. Thus, all Sikorsky commercial
helicopter models, commencing with piston engte models which had carburetor
heat, and the turbine models which have either electrical or bleed air heated
alir intake bell mouths and oil or air-heated inlet guide vanes have had ice
and rain protected engines. This allows operation in liquid water contents
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as high as 2.0 gram per cubic meter. However, the water and ice content in
these demonstrations was assumed to enter the engine exactly as it existed
in the atmosphere rather than after accumulating on certain parts of the
airframe as 4ce chunks before entering the engine. The engine manufacturers
disclaim responsibility for this situation and refer to it as a foreign object
ingestion problem. Unfortunately, some engines can be significantly damaged
by a piece of ice as large as a lump of sugar. Hence, in helicopters early
snow and ice experience disclosed numerous cases of engine damage (including
flame-outs) due to snow or ice accumul~ation on the forward windshield or
cockpit canopy, coming loose as chunks, and going into the engine. This has
been precluded on the S-61 by the installation of the engine air intake shield.

M~ain Rotor Blade Effect

All of the approvals thus far have not considered special protection to the
main rotor blade leading edge beyond the usual stainless steel abrasion strip.
It was learned early in icing trials that because of the relatively high tipspeed
of helicopter rotor blades, that the temperature rise associated with the
impingement of air on the leading edge, which is of the order of 2 to 31C, is
suf ''icient to negate any appreciable ice accumulation in the outer third of the
blade. This also is aided by centrifugal force, although experience to date
has shown that the ice accumulation on t'he remaining in-board section is
sufficiently limited so that the approved operating envelopes can be achieved.

-It is realized that for significant increases in water vapor content, some form
of heating of the in-board portion of the main rotor blade must be provided. -

The most encouraging system thus far has been electrical heating, which is already
in operation on Royal Canadian Navy S-61 ty-pes. However, the size of the
electrical power load is quite significant, in fact, usually two or three times
the total electric power requirement of the helicopter, including that for
windshields and engine air intakes.

A problem still to be resolved is the effect of runback ice formed by water
melted by the electric heaters that travels to unheated portions of the blade.
A successful method currently utilized to maintain acceptable levels of electrical
load is a cycling technique whereby heat is applied to various sections of the
blades intermittently. Thus, centrifugal force aids in shedding ice which has
been allowed to build up during the temperature "off" period and then becomes
freed when heat melts its bond at the surface. This is called "de-icing", as
opposed to "anti-icing", which refers to the alternate practice of applying heat
continuously at a rate that does not permit ice to form. The power required to
accomplish anti-icing on helicopter main rotor blades is extremely high because
of the large areas requiring heat. Anti-icing is used on windshields and air
intakes, but is possible only because the areas involved are relatively small.

Status of FAA Approval for S-6l

As mentioned above, the FAA requirement that any helicopter be able to demonstrate
its capability to handle the full range of atmospheric icing conditions (the same
as a fixed-wing aircraft) has precluded helicopter manufacturers from obtaining
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approval for operation in icing. However, in light of the British CAA
satisfactory experience, the U.S. manufacturers and operators may put pressure
on the FAA to change from this position, at least for helicopters. An FAA
program is currently being planned to utilize the British experience and to
obtain initial approval for operation of the S-61N under icing conditions
to approximately the same limits. Assuming the availability of an aircraft
and the finding of suitable atmospheric conditions in the test area chosen,
such could be accomplished by Spring of 1978. British pilots have kept
accurate flight log records of every flight on which they expected or actually
encountered icing conditions and these will be to supplement the FAA testing.

Position on the S-76

All of the foregoing Information has been known and taken into consideration
in the design of the S-76. Engine air intakes, therefore, will be qualified
for operating in icing environment. Attention has been paid to detail design
of areas forward of engine inlets to preclude projections ihich would allow
ice to accumulate. Cockpit windshields can be completely heated to the point
of being anti-iced. The main transmission has an unused drive pad suitable
for a second alternating current generator. This would be riore than sufficient
for electrical heating requirements for icing, except-for the main rotor blades.

It is anticipated that by the Summier of 1977, when the first S-76 operators
vill be firming their requirements for optional equipment, that the program
to obtain icing approval on the S-76 will be finalized for management evaluation,
and a decision can be made at that time to proceed.

The design fabrication, and certification test of selected equipment will require
two to three years. The actual flight tests will probably require at least two
vinter periods. Hence, approval for icing operation could be expected in the

.1980/1981 time period.

EJN c ac
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~ICROWAVES. it's been Airport. near Washington. D.C. The hell- tion angle of the copter in relation to-

alleged. are hazardous in copter was a twin-turbine Bell 212 the ground station.
home ovens, but they'll owned by the New York State Dept. of In addition to receiving, decoding.
make flying a whole lot Environmental Conservation and piloted and displaying the steering commands.
safer and more efficient by Captains Charles F. Wolfe, Sr.. chief the receiver indicates to the pilot

when used in tomorrow's instrument pilot. engineering, and Donald E. Hamil- by warning flags on his instrument if any
landing systems. ton. senior conservation pilot. Also on failure should occur in signal transmis-

Because of their advantages, the FAA board was a Butler RNAV system which sion. The receiver also includes built-in
has adopted a long-range plan to de- provided integration of area navigation test equipment that allows the pilot
velop a full-fledged microwave system. techniques with the Co-Scan MLS. to check out his receiver prior to each
or MLS. to replace conventional nstru- With the Co-Scan unit set up along- lending.
ment landing systems, or ILS. and meet side the STOL runway at Dulles, Wolfe The MLS equipment permits a pilot
all civil and military needs until the and Hamilton flew a number of instru- to choose the glide slope b) using a
year 2000. ment approaches on selected glidepaths. switch on the cockpit panel. (Present

Conventional ILS scribes an elec- of six and 12 degrees, after transition- day ILS produces a single g'lide-slope
Ironic pathway along which an aircraft Ing on to the unit's localizer from a angle, fixed at the time of installation
glides to a runway as though it were waypoint set into the copter's RNAV of the ground equipment and all aircraft
rolling down a moderate incline. This unit. (A DHC-8 Twin Otter also partici- have to follow the same slope.) With
path is delineated by radio beams trans- pated in simultaneous demonstrations.) pilot-selectable glide-slope angle, STOLe
mitted from the runway area. Then on Feb. 7 Captains Wolfe might choose a five- to six-degree slope.

But conventional ILS has grown old and Hamilton. helicopters eight
and become obsolete. It also has some flying the same-.
serious shortcomings. such as the fre- aircraft, shot
quencies at which the beams are trans- instrument approaches Into New
mitted. At times It is difficult and cost- York City's West 30th St. Midtown Hel- or nine degrees - or up to 1. degrees
ly to Install: The terrain off the end of iport. again using glide angles of six if a special obstacle-clearance prob-
the runway must be level for the "up- degrees and more. leam exists, all without adjustment on
down" signals indicating the proper The results were effective, impres- the ground.
gliding angle to be accurate. In addi- sive. and pleasing to all. Referring to The Co-Scan ground station's azimuth
tion, ILS beams can be distorted by the demonytrations, Fred Pogust. head and elevation signals origlnat-4 from a
nearby terrain features and buildings. of AIL's Flight Guidance Systems Dept. single point. Scanning motion is sup-

ILS is not particularly suited to hell- said: plied by 3110-degree rotation of both
copter operations. Helicopters normally "This kind of complete landing serv- radome-enclosed antennas, which are
operate In remote, rugged areas, and at ice Is to be expected of Co-Scan. The mechanicallylinked.'Transmission takes
sea, using oil rigs or ships for belipads. system was always conceived as being '-place only over the specified angles of
and in congested urban centers. and able to serve all branches of aviation coverage.
sometimes at airports. Therefore they and not be limited to use by a few oper- All components are enclosed in a
need a precision approach system that ators. It was designed to be used at all single unit. Optional field montors or
provides reasonably short, high glide locations by anything that can fly. We
paths that are air-selectable. A micro- conclusively showed the practicality of
wave landing system cAn meet those approach paths keyed to the needs of
requirements. the aircraft and the residents on the

One such system is called Co-Scan; ground. We need no longer fly the
it's built by Cutler-Hammer's AIL Divi- single path dictated by the ILS.
sion of Deer Park, Long Island, N.Y. It or any'fixed-beam" microwave
is a scanning-beam type system de- landing system."
veloped 15 years ago, and has been The Co-Scan system
selected by the Canadian Ministry of consists of a small self-
Transport for use in that country's contained ground unit
STOL demonstration program. Military (about four feet high and
versions of the system are in use by. the weighing 160 lbs.)* that
U.S. Navy and the Royal Swedish Air can be placed :without
Force: another version is being'.de-", concern for most sito sa-
veloped for the U.S. Army.. .' .'.turs. Its nuarroi .bieams

Two demonstrations for various gov- •weqp"by the" aircraft!
emnment and industry officialsere re- • antina I do not ilpaul-
canly conducted involvin 'a .o-Sca'
int and an IFR-equlp . copteC:

• The frst of these took . t .a,
wee of )an. 15 at . 'w Iruntio,
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nonstandard balt, every degree of travel of the beam.
M S teries can be ex- Thus. at a five-degree elevation anile,

L ternally located, or five degrees from azimuth center-M L S vided for port- In the airborne set the control box

able batteries or an AC power adapter, provides selection of one of 20 channels.
and for an optional DME transponder. selection of glide-path angle, and a test

The equipment can have folding legs feature. The receiver/decoder unit ac-
and all-terrain pads, or can be perm- cepts the ground transmissions and con-
anently anchored to a hard ground pad verts them to the signals required to
if desired. display deviation from the desired lo-

The Co-Scan airborne equipment con- calizer and glide paths. These signals
sists of a receiver/decoder unit and a are compatible with standard Course
control box. The receiver/decoder is Deviation Indicators, flight director
packaged in a standard 1/2 ATR case systems or autopilot approach couplers.
and shock isolation mounts. The control Microwave instrument landing sys-
box is designed for the standard five- tems will eventually become the inter-
inch control panel, national standard, but the first instal-

Co-Scan operates in a frequency band lations might not come for five years.
from 15.4 to 15.7 gHz by transmitting In the meantime, the FAA has announced
radio energy in the form of pairs of its intention to select an "interim"
pulses. These pulses originate at the MLS, such as the Co-Scan system.
azimuth and elevation antennas in a MLS will be a boon to those con-
sequence such that only one antenna cerned with IFR helicopter operations.
is radiating at a time. According to some, the MLS is much

The antennas rotate at a rate of four easier to fly. especially for the copter
times per second and are phased so pilot, mainly because it's a system that
that they can scan through their re- matches the helicopter's unique flight
quired coverage section during differ- characteristics and allows it to take
ent time segments. The azimuth anten- advantage of dogleg approaches and
na radiates 20 degrees to the right and steep glide angles. Additionally. adop-
left of center for a total 40-degree coy- tion of an interim MLS might help the
erage. The elevation antenna iadiates FAA solve the "one-pilot/two-pilot"
from zero to 20 degrees. IFR helicopter problem, or at least

The remainder of the %-second time establish more meaningful criteria.
period can be used for DME transmis- Currently, the FAA requires two pi-
sions on the same RF channel if the lots for civil IFR helicopter flight. The
optional Ku-band DME is included in agency says that flying a helicopter
the system. under IFR conditions and monitoring a

The equipment Is capable of radiat- full instrument panel Is too great a
ing on any one of 20 channels. These 20 workload for only one pilot. However.
channels are developed using 10 RF the FAA has also offered to certify
frequencies within the assigned band helicopters for one-pilot IFR operations
and two pulse-multiplex codes to double on a case-by-case basis if each oper-
the number of channels. ator can demonstrate that such opera-

The RF energy when radiated is in tions are practical. But helicopter manu-
the form of a fist broad beam that scans facturers and operators reject this plan'
through the coverage angle. The azimuth they say It's too expensive. The manu-
beam is three degrees in the horizontal facturers believe that cockpit work-
dimension and about 20 degrees broad loads can be reduced significantly if
in the vertical plane. The elevation the helicopter is equipped with a mod-
beam is two degrees in the vertical di- ern autopilot and a stability augments-
mension and 40 degrees broad. tion system. making It safe, efficient,

The pulse pairs transmitted during and economical for one-pilot operation.
a scan cycle contain the information
that the equipment sends to an airborne Microwave landing systems will fig-
receiver. The spacing between pulses ure significantly In this argument, espe-
indicates the identity of data being cially if pilots, operators, government
transmitted (azimuth, elevation or and Industry representatives start ex-
DME) and also the channel multiplex- pressing their experienced, informed
ag. The spacing between successive opinions about building an inteligent
pairs Indicates the pointing angle of the plan for air traffic control and IFR hell-
beam at the instant of transmission. copter operations. One way to do so is

The spacing between pulse pairs by writing Rotor & Wing with your corn-
when an antenna Is pointing at zero ments and suggestions. We'll publish
degrees Is 00 microseconds. The spac- what we can and pass them all along to
Ing changes by two microseconds for the right people within the FAA. &.W
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MLS approach.. need not follow straih lines nor shallow gildeselope angle.
VAth appropristoe vionlos, pilot can fly variety of dogleg approsach. and alse s.
lest ayone ot svera gl14de-elope agles which wil match aoraft perfornmn.
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llu'i i ..)pter ior r U. t , 1ii 1111y Att on, d iad;r St It Io'i (!i.l ,,I

AAC/i.;r

I. 11h u 3 . : i on of 1111-3 hel. ..co)t-,-r., to .< ppor 1: tr. raini l y -l -y 1r .

radar .'ta t. -olI I : c tod with i n t he Si,"1 P(;1,.)00wP 1I s fv ,1b ib u ncl .i. -
V'it I[tiII th. ,,lcra'tL fonal C.l.ab]JA. ity of tLhis; tin ;L. 'I'l. 1111-Js curra-ot
a i;:: i itd to t h12 thI i'a t or c cu Id ac ui 1i , Ih t Ii s;r! is:;,1;n ;, L Lout a t i .... iLu ,
provided tl, it all. refsupply items are prepoSitionlPd to strategically . Jo:.t, i

FOL stat io,.

2. Factorf. which must he considered in this operation are:

a. Thu cIlvi.lloned 3000 p-nL' d s of resupply per tivontih vould two:c t:wo
fliights pel re.-,pp Iy point with in apl)roxI.mwatc, load of 1500 pow,.:; p, r
fli.01r. Any il.,"r(i).;e in the retpilply leve]. 'il. require an adju,:t.:.1 in

xi tiuu bc'r o i I per woit.h) to e'Alh site . [ite 15iO pound cia;r . .:

r liht hile al lo: h, helicopLr to deploy froum OILL FOL to tilt f, .11-'-.y
1) oillt 1111d I_'t Urn w, itI hoUi I .irouLte Yefue Iig. For ,fficilncy of __I:rat...a

all i--supp I it e:s gI at ed foi dc ivory to th s ites viaicIh mont I sI ou r,, A*

place prior to deplaying the ielicopters to the "Ol,'s.

1). Tht' only enroute refueling whichI would be required on dl;ploy'
frora Llmendorf AFB to the FOL's would be on the deployment to Kotzcla,:.
'ibis could be accomplished at Galena AFS and would require minimal prcp1:,nrLe-
ing and coordination as fuel and services are readily available.

C. Winter conditions in this theater present limiting factor," iii 'h-
form of adverse weather and decreased daylight. Although these facror- fri
helicopter operations and may require the helicopter to set at the Fll. :tti;

a "bieak" In the weather, the m is'on can still. be accomplished in a t i,.'ly
manner. Durin)g the suiner rontlis, the increased daylight will. allow the
helicopter crews to make multiple flights from the Fol, tp the radar ,li, i
each day. In addition, the terrain between the IOL's and the rc..zqlpy pu.J ,aZ
is relativcly flat and unobstructed. Thl s will. permit helicopter ul'. it
down to opL ratinnal. miinimuns and eliminviLe isevcril. of the problc".na w.1r t
71 ARRS not caxperiences with its Sparrcvohn support.

d. Fa "itie. at each radar site 4long with equipment must. b, !: etif.!
-for ?,s- ],. us. in the event the helicopter was forced to RON at t e ,;I;
Billcting Icllit ies for a crew of thrim. and po-ral.e heaters !or t l heJl
ter LIu,;t b, I.Etnt ific'd/prertosit oInred.
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to Ba in e i:J r wom *. ra pm vt I . F I i I vuda

1 .iu 1), Iy to SpaI ~uai .h shoulld hu. (II io A to 3.,t,&mdo f .A.,; El ncivlo- ' I t
ll(,lm* s-ta i.ion for L.hU holIicopter crvwN.', ThY funds which would be -: a;d o' tor

* c~purcltiota at kini Salmun would he~ elimjinated.

A. Adr Lhe cii-In< coflceptn of SEEU MCOD, the re! upply of those s;ites: by

hel icupte~r T(~w&WlL~I. thwoit crst ci ~ect ive solut ion to the rprobl. '.

71 AI. it! mi- ~-3 gre are r in;dm ablec to fully suppo'rt: thi S.C

R/ floovlvlt, J TU--io .i~ii
Operationms Officeer
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